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TEST 01<' ACCELERATED RELAXATION IN PRESTRESSED REINI<'ORCEMENT UNDER THERMAL CONDffiONS OF HRE
Z. Bednarek
Some studies presented the test results, aiming

1. Introduction

stressed concrete structures is of a complex character.

to ascertain the drop of pretension force on the basis
of relaxation tests under constant raised tempera-

These stmctures indicate a reduced fire resistance in

tures [1, 2]. Figures la and 1b present these test re-

comparison with the similar reinforced concrete

sults in diagrams showing that even relatively low

structures. This is caused by a few factors:

temperatures can cause considerable losses of pre-

The issue of fire resistance of prctcnsioncd pre-

- the sections of prestressed structures arc smaller,

tension force. These tests do not provide any basis to

- high-grade steel is less resistant to high tempera-

evaluate the drop of pretension force during a stan-

tures,
-during a fire an accelerated relaxation of stresses

from those assumed to indicate the fire resistance of

in steel takes place, causing a drop of pretension
force, the considerable strains and cracking.
Within the pretensioned prestressed concrete

dard fire, since the test conditions differ substantially
the stmcture.
b)
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Fig. 1. Diagram of the drop of pretension stresses in the
prestressing steel at high temperatures a) according to
Claudde b) according to Cahill and Branch

relaxation

60 MPa. In case of application of the

treatment aiming to reduce the relaxation losses, de-

2. Tests of the pretension force drop in strands resulting from temperature increase

pending upon an initial overloading of the wires for a

The target of the tests was to define the drop of

short period of time, the lower one of the given val-

pretension force under conditions of a standard fire

ues might be assumed. Even in case of raised tem-

due to the distribution of prestressing strands taking

peratures the losses take place with a higher velocity.

place at various depth in relation to the faces of slabs
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a;. = 0.55 Rrs = 0.55 · 1532 = 852 Mpa

and beams being heated and a few ,temperaturetime" distributions have been sekcted for testing.

(2)

av stress has been assumed as an initial one for the

Two types of strands (I and l I) made of the high-

relaxation tests of steel under the conditions of fire.

carbon dead skcl strings have been subjected to the
tests:

3. Inlilrmatioo on tests methodology

Type /: Strands used for production of prctcnsioned

prestressed concrete 11oor beams type:

FRB,

manufactured in Poland on the basis of a license
of French company OTEP. They arc produced
of three strings, 0 2.5 mm (f = 13.6 sq. mm).
The characteristic strength of a string amounts
to R,k = 1963 MPa. 1\ minimum

destroying

force of a strand, indicated on the basis of tests
and guaranteed by the manufacturer, amounts
to/', = 26.7 kN (R, = 1963 MPa ). Fig. 2a shows
the pattern of strings in a strand. A durable pretension stress of the strands (after the losses reduction) amounts to:

the samples in the strength machinery.
The following option of the machinery operation
was applied for the tests (relaxation test): an automatic maintaining of a constant elongation value with
a simultaneous recording of the strand tensile force
drop during the test.
The measurement and the control of temperature on the sample surface was carried out by means
of two Ni - Cr - Ni thermocouples and a temperature
controller and recorder.
The temperature on the surface of the samples
(strands) increased according to the "temperature-

a;.= 0.55 R,.k = 0.55·1963 = 1079.65 MPa
CJ,

The Griford type conical holders were used to fix

(1)

stress has been assumed as an initial one for the

purpose of the relaxation tests of steel under the
conditions of fire.

time" curves shown in Fig. 4 and 5.
The "temperature-time" distribution patterns
have been applied for the tests. These patterns were
obtained as a result of application of a TEMP computer program, having been elaborated by the author,
aiming to numerical defining of the single-dimension

a)

field of temperatures in a reinforced concrete item.
The test has been carried out until a full drop of
the initial pretension force of the strands. Fig. 3
shows a sample with fixed thermocouples .

.

Fig. 2. Distribution of wires in strands
a

a) type I

b) type II

Type II: Strands of Czech production applied in the
Fig. 3. View of a sample with thermocouples

eighties for manufacturing channel pretensioned
prestressed

slabs, type SP, produced by the

FAI:::LBET Works.

4. Test results

The strands have been made of the following

Due to an approximation of the test results a

strings: 1 0 4.5 + 6 0 4 ( fz = 91.3 sq. mm). Fig.

formula has been elaborated, defining a percentage

2b shows the location of the strings. The charac-

value of pretension force, remaining after the losses

teristic strength of a string amounts to R,k =

from the accelerated relaxation:

1600 MN I sq. m. The minimum force destroyPs = A ·t

ing the strand, defined on the basis of the tests,
amounts toP, = 140 kN (Rrs = 1532 MN I sq.

2

+ Bt + C

where:

m). The durable pretension stress of the strands
amounts to:

P,.- remaining pretension force, C:c
t - time, min.
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(3)
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Fig. 4. Drop of pretension force in the type I strands
under the thermal conditions defined by
the distributions No. 3, No.4, No.5
a) temperature distributions
b) diagrams of drop of pretension force
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temperature distribution for the tested grade of restrcssing steel
C = 100 % - the assumed percentage value of
pretension force prior to the losses from the accelerated relaxation.
The percentage drop of pretension force

i1Ps

Fig. 5. Drop of pretension force in the type II strands
under the thermal conditions defined by
the distributions No. 4, No. 7, No. 8
a) temperature distributions
b) drop diagrams

amounts to:

(4)
Table 1 presents the values of A and B coefficients
for the two tested strands of prestressing steeL

Table 1
Steel grade

Temperature
distribution

Number of
samples in lots

A

B

Correlation
coefiicient

1

2

3

4

5

6

No.3 (x=25 mm)

20

0,01898

-2,777

0,99

No.4 (x=35 mm)

20

0,00897

-1,986

0,95

I

II

No.5 (x=50 mm)

20

0,00494

-1,585

0,91

No.4 (x=25 mm)

20

0,02620

-3,320

0,97

No.7 (x=40 mm)

20

0,01010

-2,160

0,98

No.8 (x=50 mm)

20

0,00590

-1,620

0,98
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A=0.0101, /J=-2.1GO

5. Yuilkation ol" test results

Fire resistance of the FRB lloor slabs has been

In case of distances from the slab bottom surface

experimentally evaluated as 30 minutes. A calculation

different than in Table 1, the interpolation method

beam~

shall be applied. The percentage drop of pretension

in the FRB 312 floor slabs after 30 minutes, evalu-

force within GO minutes (fire resistance of the slabs

ated as the fire resistance of these floor slabs,

evaluated by the comparative method) amounts to:

of pretension force drop in the strands of the

amounts to:
. 2 strands at the distance of 25 mm from the floor

.t1P,

= 0.0101 ·

G0 2 - 2.1GO · GO

= -93.24%

Such a considerable drop of pretension force

slab bottom surface - G5 %,
- 1 strand, depth : 50 mm - 40 % of drop of pre-

causes unacceptable excessive deflections appearing

tension force.
The drop of the pretension force for the FRB

Therefore, these slabs under fire conditions may per-

312 heam under the conditions close to the standard

form worse than according to the defined fire resis-

fire after 30 minutes will achieve 57 %. According to

tance.

much more quickly than the Joss of bearing capacity.

Taking into consideration the above - mentioned

the calculations, in case of GO % drop, dangerous de-

properties of the pretensioned prestressed concrete

flections appear and later a failure takes place.
An increase of deflections in pretensioncd pre-

structures, an assumption of the criterion of excessive

stressed concrete slabs under fire conditions is taking

strains for the purpose of defining fire safety seems

place gradually which is connected with a gradual

much more reasonable than a frequently applied cri-

drop of pretension force in the strands. The se de-

terion of the bearing capacity.

flections are visible which is advantageous from the
point of view of fire-fighting actions. The consider-

6. Conclusions

able deflections arc connected with a small thickness

The issue of fire resistance of pretensioned pre-

of the slabs in relation to their length and with their

stressed concrete items is of a more complex charac-

item~.

ter than that of the reinforced concrete items. Fading

In the tests described in literature no sudden failure

of the effects of steel pretension takes place. This

disability to operate as the reinforced concrete

of prctensioned prestressed concrete items has been

results in considerable strains of pretensioned pre-

reported without the prior considerable deflections of

stressed concrete items, in appearance considerable

these items.

opening of cracks, which leads to the failure of the

If the calculation of fire resistance of a prcten-

item.

sioncd prestressed concrete item for the required

Figures 3 and 4 show the temperature distribu-

time of the fire exposure has been carried out by

tions and corresponding curves of drop of pretension

means of the same methods and criteria as for the

force described by the formula (3). This enables to

reinforced concrete items ( such an advice might be

define a percentage drop of pretension force in any

found in some reports), the deflections of preten-

time point of a standard fire or of an actual fire with

sioned prestressed concrete items shall be checked

a similar "temperature-time" distribution; it enables

taking into consideration the drop of pretension

also defining a period of time after which a danger-

force corresponding with the assumed time of fire

ous drop of pretension forces takes place in the struc-

exposure. This can be carried out by means of formu-

ture.

las or

diagram~

incorporated in this report. For ex-

A simplified way of defining the fire resistance

ample , in case of SP slabs the distance between the

might be based upon the indication of the drop of

gravity centre of the prestressing strands from the SP

pretension force, dangerous from the point of view of

slab bottom surface amounts to 4 em (x = 40 mm).

excessive deflections, and then upon the indication of

Let us indicate a value of A and B coefficients from
Table 1:

time, after which this phenomenon takes place, applying the diagram~. tables and formulas having been
proposed in this report.
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REI..AKSACIJOS IHI>t:JIMO NlJO TEMPERATUROS
IS ANKSTO ~TEMIYfOSE GELZBETONINt:SE
KONSTIHJKCIJOSE lYRIMAS
Z.Bcdnarck

Santrauka
Nagrincjamos lcnkiamL! gcllbctoniniL! clcmcntL! su is
ankshl jt.:mpla armatura ugniai al~parumo jvcrtinimo
problemas. Svarbiausias faktorius, nulemiantis tokit! konstrukeiJq clgscnq gaisro mctu, yra vadinamasis jtcmpimo
Jl:gos suolis, kuri sukclia pagreitinta plicno armaturos
pcmpim4 rclaksacija aukstos tempcraturos povcikio sqlygomis. Eksperimentais nustatyti jtcmpimo jcgos suolio
paramclrai dvicm serijoms vielincs armaturos vij4 esant
jvairicms apsauginiL! sluoksnit! storiams standartinio gaisro
rdimo S<!lygomis. l'asiiHyta jtcmpim4 nuostolit! dCl pagreitintos plieno tcmpcraturincs rclaksacijos skaiciavimo formuli:.
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